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SUMMARY

This study involved 33 patients, 19 men and 14 women. The age range was wide (20-90

years) and median age was 57 years. These patients had a single pulmonary nodule (SPN)

defined radiologically as a well defined, round or oval intrapulmonary lung lesion not

associated with atelectasis or adenopathy on chest radiography or computed tomography.

Patients were investigated with Tc-99m MIBI and TI-201 (25 patients) and with Tc-99m

MIBI alone (8 patients). Single photon emission computed tomography images were

reconstructed using both iterative reconstruction (Ordered Subsets - Expectation

Maximisation: aSEM) and filtered backprojection (FBP), on the Hermes system.

Transverse, coronal and sagittal slices were displayed on the screen using a grey scale.

The aSEM and FBP images for each study were co-registered semi-automatically using

the multimodality programme on the Hermes. The best slice for the lesion was chosen

according to the best view used to locate the SPN on chest radiograph. Regions of interest

(Ral) were drawn manually outside the outer margin of the detected lesion, first on the

aSEM image. This was automatically mirrored on the co-registered FBP image.

For most patients, the background was automatically mirrored horizontally on the

contralateral side, again, first on the OSEM then automatically on the FBP image.

Automatic vertical mirroring or manual horizontal mirroring was used when background

was found to be in a visually 'hot' area like the heart or vertebrae. The average counts

and standard deviation of the Ral and background were generated automatically.

Semi-quantitative image analysis was done by calculating the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

and tumour-to-background (TIB) ratio using the following formulae:

SNR = Mean counts ROI(lesion) - Mean counts background
Standard deviation background

TIB . Mean counts ROI(lesion)ratio = -------'-------'--
Mean counts background
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Detection was found to be the same for the two reconstruction algorithms, that is, every

lesion detected by using OSEM could also be detected by using FBP.

However lesion detection did differ between Tl-201 and Tc-99m-MIBI.

Sensitivity and specificity were calculated for different thresholds of SNR and TIB ratios.

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves were drawn to represent the different

sensitivities and specificities at each threshold. Tuberculosis (TB) was not included in

this analysis as uptake of Tl-20l was found to be significantly high and comparable to

that of malignant nodules. However the effect of OSEM and FBP on the 'positive' TB

nodules was assessed separately. By calculating the area under the ROC curves, TI-201

using OSEM was shown to be more accurate at differentiating malignant nodules from

benign ones than FBP. Although this difference was not statistically significant (p=0.1 0),

there was a clear tendency. The two reconstruction algorithms were found to be almost

equally accurate, when using Tc-99m-MIBI, the difference between them being

considerably insignificant.

I

In conclusion, it was shown that there is a tendency that OSEM outperforms FBP for

studies using Tl-201 but not for Tc-99m-MIBI.
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OPSOMMING

Hierdie studie sluit 33 pasiënte in, 19 mans en 14 vroue. Die ouderdomme wissel tussen

20 en 90 jaar met 'n gemiddelde ouderdom van 57 jaar. Elkeen van die pasiënte het 'n

enkel longnodule (SPN) op borskas X-straal en/of rekenaar tomografie getoon, wat

radiologies gedefinieer word as 'n goed omskrewe, ronde of ovaal intrapulmonale

longletsel wat nie met atelektase of adenopatie geassosieer is nie.

Pasiënte is met Tc-99m MIDI en TI-201 (25 pasiënte) of slegs met Tc-99m MIBI (8

pasiënte) ondersoek. Enkelfoton emissie rekenaar tomografiese (EFERT) beelde is met

beide iteratiewe rekonstruksie (Ordered Subsets - Expectation Maximisation: OSEM) en

gefilterde terugprojeksie (FBP) met die Hermes sisteem gerekonstrueer.

Transvers, koronale en sagittale snitte is in grysskaal op die sisteem vertoon. Die OSEM

en FBP beelde vir elke studie is semi-outomaties gekoregistreer met behulp van die

multimodaliteitsprogram op die Hermes. Die optimale snit vir elke letsel is gekies

volgens die beste aansig op die borskas X-straalom die SPN te lokaliseer. Gebiede van

belang (ROl) is met die hand buite-om die buitenste rand van die letsel getrek op die

OSEM beeld en daarna outomaties in die ooreenstemmende area op die gekoregistreerde

FPB beeld geplaas.

Vir die meeste pasiënte is die agtergrond outomaties as horisontale spieëlbeeld op die

kontralaterale kant geplaas, eers op die OSEM en dan outomaties op die FBP beeld. 'n

Outomatiese vertikale spieëlbeeld of manuele horisontale verskuiwing van die

agtergrondsarea is gedoen indien die agtergrond oorvleuel het met 'n 'warm' area soos

die hart of werwels. Die gemiddelde tellings en standaardafwyking van die ROl en

agtergrond is outomaties gegenereer.

Semi-kwantitatiewe beeldanalise is gedoen deur berekening van die sein-tot-agtergrond

verhouding (signal-to-noise ratio - SNR) en tumor-tot-agtergrond (TIB) verhouding met

behulp van die volgende formules:

SNR = gemiddelde tellings ROI(letsel) - gemiddelde tellings agtergrond
Standaard afwyking van agtergrond
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TIB . gemiddelde tellings ROI(letsel)ratio = -=---------=---__:_----'-
gemiddelde tellings agtergrond

Opsporing is soortgelyk bevind vir die twee rekonstruksie algoritmes, dit wil sê elke

letselopgespoor met behulp van OSEM kon ook met FBP opgespoor word.

Letselwaameming het egter verskil tussen TI-201 en Tc-99m-MIBI.

Sensitiwiteit en spesifisiteit is vir verskillende drempels van SNR en TIB verhoudings

bereken. 'Receiver operating characteristics' (ROC) kurwes is getrek om die verskillende

sensitiwiteite en spesifisiteite by elke drempel te verteenwoordig. Tuberkulose (TB) is nie

in hierdie analise ingesluit nie aangesien opname van Tl-201 beduidend hoog en

vergelykbaar met die van maligne nodules was. Die effek van OSEM en FBP op die

'positiewe' TB nodules is egter apart beoordeel. Deur berekening van die area onder die

ROC kurwes, is getoon dat OSEM van Tl-201 tomografiese data meer akkuraat as FBP

was om maligne van benigne nodules te onderskei. Alhoewel hierdie verskil nie statisties

betekenisvol was nie (p=0.10), is daar wel 'n duidelike neiging gevind. Die twee

rekonstruksie algoritmes was byna ewe akkuraat wanneer Tc-99m-MIBI gebruik is, met

duidelik geen betekenisvolle verskil tussen die algoritmes nie.

Gevo lgtrekking

In hierdie studie is dit getoon dat daar 'n neiging is dat OSEM beter vaar as FBP vir

studies met tallium-201 maar nie vir Tc-99m-MIBI nie.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) continues to be a source of controversy despite

being perhaps one of the commonest radiographic abnormalities detected. Once it is

discovered, the possibility of its being malignant becomes an immediate concern because

malignant lung cancer is one of the most virulent of all cancers with a low overall 5 year

survival rate of approximately 10% to 15%'.

1.2 SINGLE PULMONARY NODULES

1.2.1 Definition

This is radiologically described as a well-defined, round or oval intrapulmonary lung

lesion and is not associated with atelectasis or adenopathy', The cut off size remains

controversial with some writers quoting 3 cm 2 and some 4 cm ' as the cut off point.

In this study, lesions of less than 6 cm were included.

1.2.2 Prevalence

One of every 500 chest radiographs demonstrates a lung nodule. Of these, 90% are

incidental findings found unexpectedly in radiographs obtained for unrelated diagnostic

workups. This number has increased even further due to incidental findings on chest

computed tomography (CT).

1.2.3 Differential diagnosis

Primary bronchogenic carcinoma and benign granulomas constitute the majority of

resected pulmonary nodules, accounting together for over 80% of cases. The percentage

of each of the above varies between series with an average of 40% respectively in most

studies3. Less common diagnoses include hamartomas (6%), solitary metastasis (5%) and

bronchial adenoma (2%t.

1
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1.2.4 Importance

Single pulmonary nodule represents a potentially curable stage of bronchial carcinoma.

Bronchial carcinoma is one of the most prevalent and aggressive malignancies. The

American Cancer Society estimated that 172 000 cases of bronchial carcinoma will have

been reported in 1998 in the USA, 30% of which will present as solitary lesions in the

lung 5.

It was projected that 164 000 individuals in the USA will have been diagnosed with

cancer of the lung in 2002 (90200 men, 79200 women) 6. More disconcerting was that

154 900 of these individuals would succumb to this disease during the year (89200 men,

65700 women). Approximately 1 million people worldwide die of this disease each year.

However survival in bronchial carcinoma is closely related to the stage of the disease at

the time of diagnosis and a single pulmonary nodule represents a potentially curable

stage". Therefore, a timely and accurate diagnosis of the etiology of SPN is essential to

providing the patient with malignancy, a potential cure 2. Primary lung carcinoma rates of

38% have been reported among patients undergoing thoracoscopic biopsies for nodules

ofless than 1 cm 7.

The ultimate goal of imaging is to avoid referring a patient with a benign SPN for

unnecessary resection, while failing to characterize a small malignant nodule that may be

resectable.

Patients with the best prognosis are those who have stage lA (Tl NO MO) disease. They

have a 61-75% 5 year survival following surgical resection 8.

1.3 EVALUATION OF SINGLE PULMONARY NODULES

The solitary nodule often produces a diagnostic and management challenge for the chest

physician.

The following six factors aid in the decision making 9:

.:. Calcification of the nodule is an indicator of a benign lesion especially if

homogenous dense, lamellar concentric or central.

2
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.:. Nodule margins, smooth margms are taken to mean benign disease, irregular

spiculated to indicate malignancy .

•:. Previous chest x-rays: no change in a lesion for two or more years is an indication of

a benign lesion .

•:. Smoking history may influence the physician to favour more aggressive management.

.:. History of previous malignancy indicates the need for a more aggressive approach. In

80% of patients with previous history of cancer the lesion is metastatic or a new

primary tumour .

•:. Patient's age is an important consideration because the likelihood of the presence of a

malignant tumour varies directly with it.

1.4 IMAGING

1.4.1 Nodule detection

The first step is to determine if the nodule is indeed "solitary". This is best done by CT,

which can detect very small nodules with greater sensitivity than plain radiographs.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is less sensitive because its spatial resolution is

poorer than CT2
.

1.4.2 Nodule characterization

Once a nodule has been detected it needs to be characterized to estimate the likelihood of

malignancy.

1.4.2.1 Plain radiographs

Detection of calcification is particularly important since different patterns are associated

with a high likelihood of benign disease. However certain patterns are considered

radiologically "indeterminate" meaning they do not increase or decrease the likelihood of

malignancy compared to a noncalcified nodule. For example, eccentric or amorphous

calcification can represent calcified granuloma engulfed by a malignancy or a dystrophic

calcification Il.

3
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The rate of failure to diagnose lung cancer on chest x-rays (CXR) varies from 25-90%

with different study designs'". Those missed had significantly smaller lesions (median

diameter of 16 mm).

CXRs may also falsely suggest that calcification is present leading to false confidence

that the nodule is benign. In a recent series by Berger et al. II, 7% of nodules believed to

be "definitely calcified" by CXR lacked calcium on CT and a third of the non calcified

nodules on CXR had calcification on CT. Benignity of an SPN, if established by CXR or

CT on the basis of a characteristic calcification has been shown to have a likelihood ratio

ofO.0712
.

All patients with previous CXR and SPN that is unchanged for 2 years do not require

further diagnostic evaluation. However, the growth rate of a lesion is an unreliable

predictor of a benign lesion. The CXR is less sensitive than CT for detecting change in

size as a doubling in spherical volume may result in a change in diameter of a few

millimetres. Low growth rate over 2 years has been shown to have a likelihood of

malignancy ofO.01 12.

Despite these shortcomings, CXRs remain intrinsic to the diagnostic work up because

they are inexpensive, readily available, quickly obtained and can be read by both

physician and radiologist.

1.4.2.2 Chest CT

According to Bethany et a1.2, Spiral CT is the imaging modality of choice and should be

obtained in all newly diagnosed SPNs. It has the advantage of both detecting and

characterizing nodules. It can detect synchronous lesions in the lung and metastatic

lesions in the liver or adrenals or mediastinal nodes.

It has 50% sensitivity and 89% specificity for detecting mediastinal involvement and

14% sensitivity and 99% specificity for identifying chest wall invasion 13.

A number of benign aetiologies of SPN have a characteristic appearance on CT. For

example, a nodule containing a fat density can be classified as a haematoma.

Arteriovenous fistulas demonstrate the presence of a feeding artery and a draining vein as

well as contrast enhancement on CT.

4
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Most benign lesions have smooth regular margins, though 21% of malignant nodules

have been shown to have the same features 14.

Malignant nodules may be ill defined with irregular margins and spiculated borders. In

fact, 84-90% of spiculated nodules are malignant 15. Other features which increase

likelihood of malignancy are:

.:. Size: the great majority of lesions> 2 cm are malignant.

.:. Presence of air bronchograms and pseudocavitation .

•:. The greater the wall thickness the higher the risk: 84% of all cavitated lesions with a

wall of> 15 mm in thickness were malignant 16 .

•:. Nodule enhancement is seen more so with malignancy due to hypervascularity,

though granulomatous lesions tend to do the same.

CT therefore can be useful in identifying patients with more likely benign lesions and

prevent further investigations from being done.

However despite these advantages CT does have some shortcomings. When doing spiral

CT the patient is required to hold their breath for up to 30 seconds. This may not be

possible with patients with dyspnoea or very poor respiratory function.

1.4.2.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MR! has a very limited role in the diagnosis of single pulmonary nodules. It can be done

in a patient who cannot tolerate intravenous contrast.

Even though it provides better anatomic evaluation, its cost is not worth the lower risk of

contrast-induced toxicity and the imaging accuracy of CT is as good for most locations of

SPNs.

1.4.2.4 Nuclear Medicine procedures

Studies done have shown that nuclear medicine techniques may provide complimentary

information with respect to anatomical images. Clinical data indicate that, when used

properly, these procedures, in some cases, may provide enough information for the

management of lung cancer. Studies done 17 with TI-20l and Ga-67 have shown that

these can be used successfully to diagnose SPNs. TI-20l however suffer from a lack of

specificity due to uptake in granulomatous inflammation like tuberculosis and

5
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sarcoidosis. Tc-99m MIB! SPECT has been shown to have high specificity and positive

predictive value 5, which can be helpful in the evaluation of SPNs.

Positron emission tomography (PET) using l8-flourine-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) has

been shown to be an excellent imaging modality. FDG is taken up like glucose and

phoshorylated. However it cannot enter the normal glycolytic pathway and is thus

trapped in the cells. Cells with increased metabolism, as seen in tumours and areas of

inflammation, show increased uptake of FDG. The increased metabolic activity appears

to be associated with increased activity of glycolytic enzymes namely hexokinase, 6-

phosphofructokinase, and pyruvate dehydrogenase. Also malignant transformation of

some cells is associated with increased membrane glucose transport capability due to

increased glucose transport proteins. PET scans have shown high sensitivity and

specificity ranging from 81-100% and 73-100% respectively with 94% accuracy in the

diagnosis of SPN. It has been shown to be as efficacious as transthoracic needle

aspiration but with less risk. FDG-PET can potentially change patient management by

detecting unsuspected nodal and metastatic disease.

Data for PET scanning for nodules of less than 1 cm has been limited. Even for nodules

smaller than 1.5 cm, sensitivity has been shown to decline 18. The spatial resolution of

PET is currently 7-8 mm so imaging ofSPNs less than 1 cm is unreliable with the current

generation of PET scanners and should not be performed? Additionally, FDG-PET

scanning is limited in its ability to detect low-grade adenocarcinoma, bronchioloalveolar

carcinoma and carcinoid syndrome'. Lesions that are near the limiting spatial resolution

of the PET scanner (6 mm on newer systems) may be falsely negative because of the

effects of partial volume. False positives are seen and these are thought to be caused by

glycolytic activity within activated macrophages for example in active granulomatous

diseases such as tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, fungal infection, lipoid pneumonia and tale

granulomata following pleurodesis 19.

TI-20l SPECT has been shown to have an advantage compared to FDG-PET in a certain

type of lung cancer, bronchioloalveolar carcinoma (BAC) 20.

6
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1.5 AlM OF STUDY

Making a firm diagnosis for all pulmonary nodules short of major surgery, especially for

small nodules of less than 1 cm, remains problematic. This is evidenced by the continued

high rate of resection of benign nodules 1
• The reported ranges for the sensitivity and

specificity for all these techniques is wide, making the choice of the appropriate

technique or diagnostic algorithm controversial.

Currently invasive procedures are being used to make the definitive diagnosis. Fibre optic

bronchoscopy and transthoracic needle aspiration biopsy have been used successfully for

this purpose. Bronchoscopy may be unreliable in peripheral lesions 3. Transthoracic

needle biopsy may result in substantial complications (for example pneumothorax and

haemoptysis) in 10-20% of patients 21.

Though a lot of emphasis is currently being placed on FDG-PET because of its high

diagnostic accuracy (greater than 90% 22) it still remains unavailable in developing

countries. lts other main disadvantage is its false positivity with tuberculosis, which

remains prevalent in Southern Africa. Even though neither Tl-201 nor Tc-99m MillI has

shown similar accuracy, they may remain important in the diagnosis of single pulmonary

nodules because of their availability in developing countries.

In this study, the effect of two reconstruction algorithms (filtered back projection and

iterative reconstruction) on diagnosis of SPNs is investigated.

7
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CHAPTER 2: SPECT IMAGING

2.1 The Gamma Camera

2.1.1 Introduction

A gamma camera, unlike an X-ray machine, does not emit any ionizing radiation but

detects radiation emitted from the patient (after injection of a radiopharmaceutical) or

other sources. It consists of two main functional units: the detector and the processing

unit. The detector is responsible for the primary detection of gamma photons. The key

parameters of a planar gamma camera are sensitivity, spatial resolution and energy

resolution.

2.1.2 Constituents of a detector

2.1.2.1 Collimator

The collimator consists of channels through which the gamma photons can pass,

separated by lead septa. Only photons travelling within the narrow solid angle of

acceptance of the collimator can pass unhindered to the detector. Generally the collimator

is an inefficient device with only a small fraction (0.02%) 27 of the gamma photons

emitted from the patient reaching the detector. Parallel hole collimators are currently used

for most nuclear medicine studies.

The design of a parallel hole collimator IS a comprormse between resolution and

sensitivity. The intersepta distance to septa length ratio determines the acceptance angle.

Long septa results in a small solid angle, so few photons are accepted (low sensitivity)

but originate close to the ideal projection line (good spatial resolution).

The in-between septa stop the non-perpendicular rays from reaching the detector.

Therefore thickness is determined by the energy of the gamma rays. Thicker septa reduce

septal penetration thereby improving resolution at the expense of sensitivity. Increasing

the hole size improves sensitivity at the expense of resolution. Sensitivity as a function of

distance remains constant whilst resolution degrades with distance. Therefore a trade off

between resolution and sensitivity has to be found for any particular acquisition.

8
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The parallel hole collimator provides a direct projection of the organ activity distribution

on to the crystal without any change in size. With the widespread availability of large

field of view cameras, diverging collimators are now used in special cases. For example,

a pinhole collimator can provide the best resolution and image definition for small

organs. However its sensitivity is typically poor. This collimator allows magnification

changes with distance. Other examples include the cone beam and fan beam collimators,

which are specifically designed for cardiac and brain studies.

2.1.2.2 Scintillation crystal

This converts gamma photons into light by a process called scintillation. In an ideal

situation photons penetrating the collimator should be completely stopped inside the

crystal and deposit all their energy there. The probability of being stopped in the crystal

decreases with energy of the gamma photon and increases with thickness of crystal. The

gamma photon is absorbed whereby its interaction causes many scintillations (this is the

release of visible light). A single sodium iodide (NaI) is used almost exclusively. This is

doped with thallium (Tl) to increase light production at room temperature. lts high atomic

weight (Z=53) enables it to have good stopping power for the gamma photons used in

nuclear medicine. The amount of scintillations produced is proportional to the energy of

the gamma photon. The crystal is hygroscopic so it is hermetically sealed in a thin

aluminium case with an optical window for the photomultiplier tubes.

If circular, the diameter ranges from 25-50 cm and if rectangular, the dimension is up to

60 cm x 38 cm. The most common thickness is 9.5 mm though it can range from 6 mm to

13mm.

Sensitivity tends to increase with crystal thickness especially for high-energy gamma

photons, contrary to resolution, which decreases, thus a compromise is taken. Newer

scintillating crystals are becoming available. For example, lutetium oxyorthosilicate,

which has a higher stopping power and faster scintillation, results in higher count rates.

However, its light output is 75% ofNaI (Tl) crystal and since it is radioactive, corrections

have to be made for imaging. Cadmium zinc telluride has the advantage that it can be

used at room temperature and can be made small and modular resulting in smaller

detectors.

9
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2.1.2.3 Photomultiplier tubes

This detects the light produced by the crystals and converts it into an electrical signal.

The PMT consists of multiple dynodes (9-12) and the first one is in optical contact with

the crystal. This has the ability to release electrons when hit by light (photocathode)

through the photoelectric effect. High positive voltage between the dynodes enables the

electrons to be accelerated, hitting the next dynode with higher energy thereby liberating

more electrons. Each step amplifies the signal with a factor of 3-6 times, resulting in a

million times the number of electrons produced at the photocathode. The amplified signal

is finally collected at the anode and measured.

Thermal effects or fluctuation in the voltage supply affects the multiplication process.

2.1.2.4 Position circuits /energy

Several tubes in the vicinity detect the light produced by the crystal, and its distance from

the gamma photon interaction determines the amount detected by each. From the relative

output of each tube and their position, the location of the interaction on the crystal can be

estimated with accuracy much greater than the size of the PMTs. This is done by the

position weighted network of resistors or capacitors connected to the PMTs output. These

produce X and Y position signals, which are proportional to the X and Y position co-

ordinate of the gamma photon interaction in the crystal. The summation of the energy

output from only the PMTs in the vicinity provides an energy or Z signal of the gamma

photon. Only PMTs in the close vicinity are allowed to contribute to the Z signal to avoid

noise from PMTs at a distance from affecting the accuracy of the signal.

2.1.3 Constituents of the processing units

2.1.3.1 Correction circuits

Photomultiplier tubes vary in their response to light and their efficiency in converting it

to electrical signals. This results in systematic errors in the position and energy signals. A

correction map of these errors is stored in these circuits and these are applied to all

position and energy signals to produce an undistorted image.
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2.1.3.2 Pulse height analyser

When gamma photons are scattered, they lose some energy and this loss is directly

proportional to the scatter angle. Inclusion of these scattered photons causes loss of

resolution so it is imperative to exclude as much of these as possible. This is done by the

pulse height analyzer, which only produces an output signal if the energy signal from the

detector falls within a specified energy window, which has an upper and lower limit. This

is called the energy window.

Multiple windows can be used for radionuclides which emit gamma photons with more

than one energy, or can be used to do simultaneous acquisition from two different

isotopes administered to the patient.

2.2 SPECT Imaging

2.2.1 Introduction

This is based on the reconstruction of tomographic images from projection images, a

concept pioneered by Bracewell and Riddle23 for astronomic applications in 1967 and

extended to medical imaging by Shepp and Logan24. It is a technique for producing cross-

sectional images of radiotracer distribution in the body. It is called single photon

emission computer tomography to distinguish it from positron emission tomography

(PET), which records dual photons in coincidence.

2.2.2 Advantages of SPECT25

.:. It removes out of plane information thus improving image quality .

•:. It has the ability to separate overlapping structures .

•:. Allows viewing from multiple planes .

•:. Allows for better quantification: for example in tumour/organ volume determination.

2.2.3 Disadvantages of SPECT26

.:. Data acquisition, processing and quality control are more time consuming .

•:. More demanding in terms of patient compliance.
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.:. Study interpretation requires an in depth knowledge of the cross-sectional anatomy .

•:. Due to the limited system sensitivity and propagation of statistical uncertainty,

rotating gamma camera based SPEeT is susceptible to noise .

•:. The poor system sensitivity and susceptibility to noise occasionally leads to the use of

larger activities resulting in higher absorbed doses .

•:. Instrumentation is more expensive compared to that for planar imaging.

2.2.4 Types of SPECT camera

2.2.4.1 Singlehead SPECTsystems

This consists of one rotating head. Its advantages are that it is relatively inexpensive

compared to the multihead system and its quality control is fairly straightforward.

Its disadvantages include relatively low sensitivity resulting in longer acquisition time.

This can cause discomfort for the patient, leading to a higher degree of patient motion.

An all purpose collimator with a non circular orbit is frequently used as the best

compromise to decrease scanning time.

2.2.4.2 Multihead Camera SPECTsystems

These systems consist of two or more heads. Offer more spatial/sensitivity characteristics

than are available with a single head camera. An assumption is made that the data from

different heads are matched in gain and offset so that it can be combined. The advantages

include shorter acquisition times. Their higher sensitivity allows for high-resolution

collimators to be used and still have acceptable counts in the allotted time. These

advantages increase with head number, however the expense of the camera increases

substantially with each head.

2.2.5 SPECT acquisition

Acquisition is performed by rotating or stepping the gamma camera around the patient

while acquiring data into the digital matrix of a computer. The detector rotates through

180 or 360 degrees around the patient, acquiring images every 2-6 degrees, the latter
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being the maximum that should be used. At each step an image is acquired in a 64 x 64 or

128 x 128 matrix for 20-40 seconds.

Movement of the head can either stop at every step (step and shoot) or be continuous.

The step and shoot mode consists of alternately rotating to the next view (step) and

acquiring a projection with the camera stationary (shoot).

At any detector angle, data is acquired into the digital matrix of a computer. Each pixel of

the matrix receives counts from a narrow 'ray' through the patient. The profile of counts

from several rays is called a projection.

According to the theory of computed tomography (CT) projection views acquired over an

arc of 1800 are adequate for correct reconstruction. In a perfect system opposite

projections are mirror images of each other and only one is needed.

However the gamma camera does not have a perfect system so opposing views are not

the same because:

.:. Resolution degrades with distance between camera and object.

.:. A certain percentage of Compton scatter is adopted as photo peak gamma rays due to

the finite energy resolution of gamma camera .

•:. A certain fraction of the rays are attenuated in an attenuating medium such as a

patient and this varies with depth of medium between patient and camera.

For these reasons, 360-degree arc is required for accurate reconstruction in most SPECT

studies with the exception being myocardial imaging where 180 degree is standard and in

a single detector system where it is more practical. The practical advantage of the 360

degree rotation is that the geometric means of the opposed projections largely, but not

entirely, correct for the effects of distance and attenuation.

2.2.6 Factors affecting acquisition

2.2.6.1 Number of angles

Number of angles sufficient to reconstruct faithfully the area of interest depends on the

resolution of the camera. This varies with collimator and count rate. In general the

following relationship can be used as a reasonable approximationr'"

Np ~ 7rM/2

where Np is number of projection angles and M is matrix size.
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It however assumes that a proper matrix SIze has been used. When the number of

projection views is less than minimum (that is less than projection image matrix size)

streaks may appear in the reconstructed slices. Although in practice coarser angular

sampling (30 projections at 6 degree angular increments over a total of 180 degree

rotation) may be used for the heart, a finer angular sampling (120 projections at 3 degrees

angular increments over a total of 360 degree rotation) may be more appropriate in

general i".

2.2.6.2 Matrix size

The computer divides the gamma camera field of view (FOV) into squares or pixels

(picture elements) and two matrix sizes are usually used in SPECT (64 x 64 and 128 x

128). The size of a pixel should ideally be one third of the expected full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of the line spread function (LSF) resolution of the SPECT system.

Since the resolution of most SPECT systems is 18-25 mm at centre of rotation a 64 x 64

matrix is perfectly adequate for most imaging applications. For higher resolution the

smaller pixel size of 128x128 matrices can be used.

However, despite improving the resolution a 128 x 128 matrix has some disadvantages:

.:. Pixel signal to noise ratio may be much poorer because the counts are divided into

four times the pixels of a 64 x 64 matrix .

•:. Image acquisition and reconstruction will consume more disk space and computer

memory .

•:. It takes longer to process and film.

However, technology continues to improve speed of computers and reduce costs of disks

and memory such that the latter disadvantages will become less significant.

2.2.6.3 Radius of rotation

In rotating gamma camera SPECT, there is a marked depth dependant variation In

resolution as the detector rotates in a circle about the long axis of a "non-circular" patient.

For the circular orbit, the gamma camera is far from the patient at the anterior and

posterior projections resulting in degraded resolution which degrades the overall quality.

To avoid this, non-circular orbits (NCO) are used. The orbit is determined manually with
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the aid of the technologists or done automatically. This results in the camera moving as

close as possible to the patient, thus improving spatial resolution.

The orbit, if step and shoot, may result in a significant source of dead time, that is, the

system is not counting when stepping. If the acquisition is continuous, each projection

view is somewhat smeared along each row of pixels and will affect the final resolution.

This blurring depends on the number of views acquired and it has been noted that at least

120 views over 360 degrees will make the blur insignificant.

2.3 Attenuation correction

Attenuation is the loss of photons either by photoelectric absorption or by Compton

scatter. In theory the amount of counts in an image are directly proportional to the

absolute concentration of the radiopharmaceutical in that region of interest. The

uncertainties in the contribution of scatter and attenuation make quantification of uptake

in SPECT images inaccurate. The attenuation of a monochromatic photo beam is

described by:

I = attenuated gamma ray intensity

lo = original unattenuated gamma ray intensity

Il = linear attenuation coefficient

x = depth of attenuating medium.

The linear attenuation coefficient can be derived from the product of the absorber density

where

and the mass coefficient, which depends on the absorber atomic number and the photon

energy. It can be broken up into different parts representing the possible interaction of

photons with matter: photoelectric effect, Compton scatter and pair production. Only the

first two are of importance in SPECT.
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From the above equation, it can be calculated that gamma rays from the deeper parts are

attenuated more than those from the shallower parts. Thus transaxial reconstructed

images appear "colder" in the centre than at the periphery.

In the brain or abdomen, Jl, is constant because these areas are dominated by soft tissue.

Attenuation correction is more complicated in the chest due to the different densities

present (bone, lung, and soft tissue) and a constant Jl, cannot be used.

Two methods are generally used for attenuation correction:

a) Chang's method

A constant Jl, is used, so this method is appropriate for the abdomen. An ellipse is fitted to

the patient's outline in the transaxial images and the depth of each pixel calculated. An

approximate or calculated Jl, (constant) is applied to all the transaxial slices. Due to the

presence of scatter, the linear attenuation will be lower than that normally tabulated for a

narrow beam without scatter.

The tabulated Jl, for Tc-99m in water is 0.15 cm-I though it is found that 0.12 cm-I yields

satisfactory transaxial images for most applications.

b) Transmission method

This is used for chest studies, for example cardiac. It uses a variable Jl" which is

dependent on the spatial location of the pixel in the patient. The value of Jl, is determined

by transmission scanning, either with a moving source or fixed sources of different

geometries. A Jl, map is generated, the inverse of which provides the attenuation

correction factors.

The source consists usually of long lived isotopes with dissimilar energies to Tc-99m and

Tl-201, so a correction factor has to be applied to convert the calculated Jl, to that

appropriate to the radionuclide used.

Accuracy of transmission scan depends on:

.:. Strength of transmission source .

•:. Lack of patient movement.
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.:. Attenuation correction algorithm.

Clinical use of attenuation correction is controversial and its widespread use is difficult

technologically 28.

2.4 Quality Control

2.4.1 Introduction

Whereas the planar detector quality control measures help ensure high quality images,

SPECT imaging requirements place more stringent and additional performance

requirement to the detector system. Corrections that have the most significant effects on

the reconstructed image are uniformity and centre of rotation and these are done m

addition to those done on the camera for planar imaging. The other tests done are:

.:. Pixel size calibration .

.:. Linearity measurement.

.:. Rotational measurements .

.:. Energy resolution .

.:. Mechanical alignment.

.:. Count rate capabilities.

2.4.2 Uniformity

This is defined as a measure of regional sensitivity variation. To avoid artifacts in a

reconstructed image, these variations should be less than a few percent. The common

artifact seen is a concentric ring or "bull's eye" caused by regional sensitivity variations.

These are less pronounced with non-circular orbits and multihead systems since artifacts

are blurred.

Variations in uniformity are caused by 29:

.:. Poor alignment of PMTs .

•:. Failure of one or more PMTs .

•:. Spatial nonlinearities .

•:. Defect or deterioration of scintillation crystal.

.:. Incorrect setting of position and width of PHA window.
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.:. High count rate.

For correction, a sensitivity map must be made by acquiring a uniformity image of 60

million counts (for a 64 x 64 matrix) or 120 million counts (for a 128 x128 matrix) using

a solid flood source of colbalt-57 or a liquid source with mixed isotopes. These are done

with the collimator on for extrinsic flood images or without collimator for intrinsic

images. The integral uniformity is calculated as the maximum variation in count density

over the entire field of view. The maximum rate of change of counts (differential

uniformity) is also calculated as the highest count change and it shows areas with the

most sensitivity variations. The camera manufacturer usually provides a program for

calculating and saving these values. The uniformity correction is then applied whenever

an acquisition is done. A map with the uniformity values is made and this is applied each

time an image is acquired to correct for any variations.

2.4.3 Centre of rotation correction

For reconstruction, the algorithm must know the relation between the

physical/mechanical axis of rotation and the centre of the projection images; this is the

centre of rotation (COR). This allows for a proper position of projection data during

backprojection. The COR assumes that at each position, a perpendicular line through the

centre of field of view will pass through it. If the COR is accurate, a single point appears

as a single point in the reconstructed image with a resolution appropriate for the imaging

conditions.

In practice it is not possible to ensure perfect alignment, small deviations between the

centre of field of view and the projection of the centre of rotation are seen. For correction,

SPECT acquisition of a point source placed near the centre of rotation is done. The

deviations are computed; a correction map is calculated and stored in the memory. The

saved corrections will then be automatically applied during routine SPECT acquisitions.
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CHAPTER 3: RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

3.1 TI-201

3.1.1 Chemistry

Thallium is a metallic element of group mA. In aqueous solution it is stable and exists as

a monovalent cation (TI+). lts ionic radius is close to that of potassium (K+) and hence it

exhibits similar biologic behaviour 30.

3.1.2 Physical properties

Tl-20l is a radioactive isotope. It decays by electron capture producing X-rays of energy

68-81 keV (94% abundance) and gamma photons of energy 135 keV (3% abundance)

and 167.4 keY (10% abundance). It has a half-life of73 hours. The X-rays are from the

daughter atom mercury-20l.

3.1.3 Preparation

Tl-20l is produced in a cyclotron by irradiating the natural TI-203 with a proton beam

according to the reaction Tl-203 (p,3n) Pb-20l. The Pb-20l is allowed to decay to TI-20l

for 32 hours. The ions are separated by ion-exchange column chromatography.

TI-20l is reconstituted with a physiologic solution of sodium chloride and sterilised. TI-

201 is therefore available as an isotonic, sterile and pyrogen free solution for intravenous

administration 30.

3.1.4 Limitations as an imaging agent

TI-20l has a number of undesirable properties 31:

.:. Low photon energy, which leads to low resolution images and significant attenuation

by overlying soft tissues .

•:. A long half-life of 73 hours, which means that the size of the administered dose is

restricted to minimise radiation dose.
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.:. TI-201 avid tumours cannot be identified in the proximity of high Tl-201 uptake in

normal organs. As a result imaging in the pelvis and abdomen has little value .

•:. Restricted availability because it is produced by a cyclotron, which makes it more

expensive than generator produced radioisotopes.

3.1.5 Mechanism of uptake

It is a potassium analogue. However, thallium uptake and potassium uptake is not

identical. Thallium appears to bind to two sites on the (Na-K) ATPase enzyme system

compared to one site for potassium. This may explain the prolonged clearance of thallium

from the myocardium when compared with potassium clearance 32.

As a potassium analogue, thallium activates the sodium potassium (Na-K) ATPase

dependent pump. The cellular uptake of thallium is inhibited by oubaine and sodium

fluoride, which block the Na-K pump 33.

In the Ehrlich ascites tumour cells model developed by Sessler et a1.34, it was found that

furosemide inhibits a cotransport system involving potassium, sodium as well as chloride

ions and that there is an additive effect of furosemide and oubaine inhibition on thallium-

201 uptake.

The transmembrane electric potential gradient has been shown to result in intracellular

accumulation 35. TI-201 is accumulated by viable tissue, to a much lesser degree by

connective tissue and not at all by necrotic tissue. It is reported to reside in free form in

tumour fluids. Only a small amount localises in the nuclear, mitochondrial, and

microsomal fractions of the cell 36.

3.1.6 Factors affecting uptake

In a review of TI-201 applications in clinical oncology, Waxman et al. 37 summarised the

possible factors influencing Tl-201 uptake by tumour cells:

.:. The Na-K+ ATPase pump activity .

•:. Rate of blood flow.
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.:. Tumour cell viability .

•:. Tumour type .

•:. Tumour cell membrane function 38 for example increased permeability 31 .

•:. Leaky capillaries due to immaturity .

•:. Calcium ion channel system.

In addition, tumours have ill formed vessels and the retention of TI-201 correlates well

with the percentage of these vessels, i.e. more uptake of TI-201 is seen with ill formed

vessels. Similarly, tumours with higher TI-201 uptake have higher staining with Ki-67,

which is a marker of the number of cells in mitosis and PCNA, which is a marker of

specific S phase, indicating a higher mitotic rate 39.

3.1.7 Normal biodistribution

Following intravenous injection, TI-201 chloride is eliminated from the blood circulation

with a half of2.9 minutes 30. It is distributed to all parts of the body according to regional

blood flow. The heart receives approximately 4% within 10-20 minutes with a

myocardial clearance half-life of 4 hours 30.

The majority of the dose goes to the:

.:. Spleen

.:. Skeletal muscle

.:. Normal thyroid

.:. Lachrymal glands

It is excreted primarily through the kidneys and this is the critical organ. The whole body

biological half-life is around 10 days. The effective equivalent dose of Tl-201 is 0.23

mGylMBq 40.
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3.1.8 Optimum time for imaging

The optimum time for tumour imaging following intravenous injection of TI-20l has

been studied by Sehweil et al. 41. The highest tumour!background ratio was achieved

between 11-20 minutes. Imaging can be done between 20 and 60 minutes following

intravenous injection. During this time there were minimal changes in the tumour

!background ratios.

Because the blood pool activity decreases with time and tumour to background activity

contrast becomes better, Chen et al. 42 recommended delayed imaging at 3 hours in

lymphoma. The latter produced better results when compared to those at 20 minutes.

Gantz et al. 43 imaged 33 patients with soft tissue or osseous masses at 5 minute and 1-4

hours following intravenous injection of TI-20l. In all patients with malignancy there

was an increase in the tumour!background ratio from early to late images except in

patients who had a biopsy one day prior to scan or who had superimposed fracture. All

benign conditions showed a decrease in the ratio between the early and the late images

except for a non-united fracture.

3.1.9 Clinical uses

The primary role ofTI-20l in nuclear medicine is its use for myocardial perfusion and for

identification of myocardial viability. Non-cardiac imaging applications include

parathyroid and tumour imaging. The role in parathyroid imaging was replaced with Tc-

99m sestamibi because of simpler technique and better images'". lts role in imaging

viable tumours is increasing because of problems encountered by magnetic resonance

imaging (MR!) and X-ray computed tomography (CT) especially post treatment.

Comparison between TI-20l and l8-Fluorodeoxyglucose e8F-FDG) was done by

Macapinlae et al. 45 and it showed that both are highly reliable in supratentorial tumours

and have limitations in infratentorial lesions. Accordingly, TI-20l can substitute PET

were the latter is not available.

Currently TI-20l is being used for tumour imaging in order to:

.:. Differentiate benign from malignant disease and localise sites of biopsy commonly

for thyroid, bones, lung, and brain.
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.:. To determine the grade of malignancy of the tumour most commonly for brain and

soft tissue tumours .

•:. To evaluate the response of preoperative chemotherapy or radiotherapy and the most

common sites are brain, bones, soft tissue and lung .

•:. To differentiate post therapy tissue necrosis or fibrosis from local recurrence and the

most common locations are the brain, bones, soft tissue and head and neck tumours.

X-ray, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have

limitations in addressing these clinical problems. However, PET is more helpful even

though there are limitations for its widespread use 31.

The comparison of uptake between tumour and adjacent normal or background or

contralateral tissue has been recommended to differentiate between benign and malignant

lesions by many authors43-46.

In TI-20l SPECT studies, tumour-to-background ratios of 1.6 - 2.4 are taken to indicate

malignancy and lower ratios to indicate benign conditions. It is reported that the higher

the ratio the higher the grade of malignancy for example in brain, bone or soft tissue

sarcomas. However this ratio is more important if there has been no previous treatment to

the lesion.

Lower uptake IS seen m early follow-up after surgical treatment or aggressrve

chemotherapy. In order to improve the diagnosis in this complex situation, especially in

brain and soft tissue tumours, early and delayed imaging is recommended at 30 minutes

and 2-3 hours.

Van der Wall et al. reported a sensitivity of 88%, a specificity of 94%, a positive

predictive value of 88% and a negative predictive value of 94% in bone malignancy 47.

TI-20l with low tumour to background ratios has been seen in certain benign lesions like

sarcoidosis and tuberculosis 31.

TI-20l is being used widely in the localisation of parathyroid adenomas in patients with

hyperparathyroidism.

Thallium has a significant role in differentiating malignant from inflammatory lesions for

example tuberculosis from Kaposi's sarcoma in AIDS patients. Lee et al. 31 reported that

pulmonary lesions such as lymphomas are TI-20l negative and gallium-67 positive whilst
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pulmonary Kaposi's sarcoma is TI-201 positive and gallium-67 negative. The accuracy of

this was found to be 88%.

3.1.10 Literature review on lung cancer diagnosis

TI-201 has been described by Cox et al. 48 as a positive indicator of lung neoplasm.

Norihisa et al. 49 showed that there were significant differences between delayed ratio

(uptake ratio of the lesion to the normal lung on delayed scan at 3 hours) and retention

index (degree of retention in the lesion) between lung cancer and benign conditions,

respectively p <0.01 and p<0.05. Itwas noted that there seemed to be a difference in TI-

201 uptake among different histological tumour types, with clearance being faster in

squamous cell carcinoma than in adenocarcinoma and small cell carcinoma.

The diagnostic accuracy of lung cancer of TI-201 is challenged by that of F-18-FDG

which has been reported to be as high as > 90% using F-18-FDG PET. However, Higashi

et al. 20 has shown that TI-201 SPECT has an advantage compared to FDG PET in a

certain kind of lung cancer, bronchioalveolar cell carcinoma (BAC). TI-201 identified

four additional lung cancers that FDG PET did not reveal: three BACs and a well-

differentiated adenocarcinoma. Low FDG uptake in BAC is explained by its slow growth

rate. FDG uptake in slow growing tumours may be as low as that of benign tumours and

some BACs are likely to show false negative studies with FDG PET. In contrast, TI-201

uptake is depended on a variety of factors (mentioned before) which are not significantly

affected by slow growth so significant uptake is seen in slow growing lung cancer.

Tonami et al. 50 reported 100% sensitivity (147/147) for pulmonary malignant lesions of

>20 mm in diameter with TI-201 SPECT. However, 70% of the benign lesions also had

significant uptake so the measurement of a retention index was proposed. No significant

difference in the delayed ratio was found between malignant and benign lung nodules but

a significant difference in the retention index was observed 50.

Due to the poor resolution and significant attenuation of TI-20l, it is reasonable to

assume that PET will have better lesion detectability especially for small sized lesions

than TI-201 SPECT.
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TI-201 avid tumours cannot be identified in the proximity of high uptake. Higashi et a1.20

missed moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma near the myocardium with TI-201

SPECT.

If both FDG and Tl-201 are available then FDG is the first choice for imaging lung

tumours, but for suspected BACs TI-201 SPECT may be recommended 22.

In our setting of unavailable PET, Tl-201 remains a useful tool for the diagnosis of single

pulmonary nodules.

3.2 Tc-99m MIBI

3.2.1 Chemical properties of Tc-99m

It is a group VIIB element, which has seven electrons beyond the noble gas electronic

configuration. It can easily lose the seven electrons to form the +7 Oxidation State. The

other members of the group are manganese (Mn) and rhenium (Re) and the three form a

triad.

3.2.2 Physical properties

Tc-99m is produced from a molybdenum-99 generator and it decays by isomeric

transition producing a monoenergetic gamma ray of 140 keV. It has a half-life of 6 hours.

It decays to Tc-99 which has a long half-life of 2.lx105 year which makes it almost

stable.

3.2.3 Preparation of Tc-99m MIBI30

Pertechnetate e9mTc04-) is added to lyophilised MIBI with stannous chloride. The vial is

mixed thoroughly and heated in an upright position in boiling water for 10 minutes. This

mixture is stable for 6 hours. Tc-99m MIBI is a member of a chemical family referred to

as isonitriles and IS chemically hexakis 2-methoxyisobutyl isonitrile. This

radiopharmaceutical is a monovalent cation in which Tc-99m is surrounded by six

isonitrile ligands.
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3.2.4 Advantages of Tc-99m as an imaging agent

.:. A mono-energetic gamma ray of l40keV is easily collimated and yields a sufficient

number of photons .

•:. The half-life of 6 hours is long enough to obtain desired diagnostic information .

•:. The half-life is short enough to cause minimal exposure to patient and personnel.

.:. Lack of beta emissions lowers radiation dose to patients and personnel.

.:. lts daughter molecule is almost stable further limiting the radiation dose to the

patient.

.:. Because of the low radiation dose it can be given in higher doses enabling dynamic

and SPEeT studies to be done .

•:. It is easily available since a generator produces it and this allows for easy patient

scheduling".

3.2.5 Disadvantages of Tc-99m MIBI

lts Tc-99m label would suggest some advantages over TI-20l. However it has some

similar disadvantages with Tl-20l for lung and breast imaging due to its high uptake by

the heart and soft tissues. lts large hepatobiliary clearance poses a problem for intra-

abdominal imaging 36.

3.2.6 Mechanism of uptake

Tc-99m sestamibi is a positively charged lipophylic complex and therefore its uptake is

mostly by passive diffusion. It has been shown that sestamibi is attached to a low

molecular weight protein in the cell lysosome and this is found in viable tissue 36.

The cationic charge and lipophylicity of Tc-99m MIBI, the mitochondria and plasma

membrane potentials of the tumour cell and the cellular mitochondria content may playa

significant role in the uptake 52,53.

Strongly negative mitochondrial and plasma membrane potentials can promote

concentration of the agent within the mitochondria. Therefore, alterations in cell

metabolism, which affect this potential, could influence accumulation of sestamibi. It has

been shown that malignant tumours maintain higher (more negative) mitochondrial and
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plasma membrane potentials secondary to their increased metabolic requirements, which

could promote accumulation of sestamibi in these tissues 6.

3.2.7 Factors affecting uptake

Uptake is proportional to:

.:. Amount of blood flow .

•:. Leaky capillaries .

•:. Increased membrane permeability .

•:. Transmembrane diffusion driven by negative electrical potential gradients 54.

•:. Cellular mitochondrial content 54.

Sestamibi is also a substrate for the P-glycoprotein, which is found in cells that over

express the multi drug resistance gene (MDRI). Characteristically, tumour cells pump out

a variety of products including sestamibi. Thus washout of sestamibi from tumour in

association with the MDRI gene may have prognostic and therapeutic implications that

remain to be characterised 55.

3.2.8 Biodistribution

Tc-99m MIBI is cleared fairly rapidly from the blood, with less than 5% remaining in the

blood after 10 minutes. The heart takes up about 4%. It accumulates in a range of organs

including:

.:. Liver

.:. Thyroid

.:. Salivary glands

.:. Kidneys

.:. Lung

.:. Muscles

Progressive clearance of lung and liver activity with tracer excretion through the kidneys

and via the hepatobiliary system is seen.
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3.2.9 Imaging time

Hassan et al. 51 studied 19 patients with lung lesions (13 malignant, 6 benign) using Tc-

99m MIDI. The dynamic study demonstrated that the uptake of MIDI in malignant

tumours is fast, most probably perfusion related and the peak uptake is reached within the

first minute. Therefore, a short (30 minutes) kinetic assessment has been suggested.

There is minimum washout from the tumour site and heart by 30 minutes. Yoshihiro et

al. 52 found that the positivity rate was 96% for the early images and 89% in the delayed

images whilst that for TI-201 was 98% for both early and delayed images. This showed

that delayed imaging does not increase the positivity rate so early imaging is adequate for

sestamibi.

3.2.10 Clinical uses

.:. Tc-99m MIDI has been successfully evaluated for myocardial imaging and is used to

assess myocardial perfusion .

•:. Used to diagnose parathyroid adenoma due to its slower clearance from tumour than

from thyroid .

•:. Widely used in mammoscintigraphy as aid in diagnosis of breast cancer.

.:. lts association with the overexpression of the MDRI gene indicates a possible role in

prediction of tumour response to therapy .

•:. The use of Tc-99m MIDI before and after brain tumour therapy may be an indicator

of efficacy of a specific type of chemotherapy 38.

3.2.11 Literature review

Radionuclide imaging of lung cancer with gallium-67 and Tl-201 has been disappointing

due to the poor physical properties, long waiting time after injection as well as lack of

specificity 5. TI-201 studies in tumours suffer from lack of specificity due to the

occasional reported Tl-201 uptake in sarcoidosis and granulomatous nodal tuberculosis 31.

Tc-99m MIDI imaging for the diagnostic evaluation of patients with lung cancer has been

investigated and its role in this setting is not firmly established because the reported

experiences are controversial.
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Wang et al. 56 compared results of Tc-99m MIBI (planar and SPEeT imaging) with those

of F-18- FDG PET in 19 patients with proven lung cancer. For lung lesions, the diagnostic

sensitivity of planar MIBI was 83% while those of MIBI SPEeT and FDG PET were

both 100%. Quantitative analysis of lung tumour uptake of MIBI and FDG showed that

the latter was significantly higher (p<0.001). However MIBI SPEeT imaging may still be

useful to evaluate patients with lung tumours and may be considered an alternative when

PET is not available.

Minai et al.5 did a prospective study on patients with single pulmonary nodules. For

malignancy the overall specificity was 100%, sensitivity 85.7%, positive predictive value

100%, and negative predictive value 57%. Quantitative uptake of MIBI correlated with

the diameter of the nodule. This relationship was statistically significant (p=0.02). This

preliminary study showed that Tc-99m MIBI has a very high specificity and positive

predictive value for malignant single nodules and might be a useful non-invasive

diagnostic modality in their management.
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CHAPTER 4: IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

4.1 FILTERED BACKPROJECTION

4.1.1 Introduction

The counts obtained from each ray are placed (backprojected) in all the image pixels

along that ray.

This backprojection is performed for all projections at various angles. Therefore it is a

composite of all the ray sums of multi-angled, two-dimensional views27. In this way, an

image of radionuclide distribution is constructed in the image memory.

Bruyant et al. 57 defined the backprojection operator as:

a(x,y) = r g(s,B)dB

where g(s,8) is defined as the number of counts at any location, s=xcos(e)+ysin(e) along

the detector head at angular position 8 and the quantity a(x,y) as the estimated number of

photons emitted at any point (x,y) of the transverse slice in the field of view. The

assumption is that the quantity a(x,y) is proportional to the tracer concentration.

The function g is the projection of a on the crystal. This means that g(s,8) is the sum of

the counts recorded in any time at point s. Under ideal conditions, projections at angles

between 7t radians (180°) and 27t (360°) do not provide new information because they are

symmetrical. Acquiring projections for many distinct angular positions of the detector

can solve the inverse problem where we have to determine a when g is measured.

Backprojection represents the accumulation of all the rays that pass through the point

(x,y).
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It can be shown mathematically that in the ideal case, we can find the original function a

when we apply the backprojection on projections which are first filtered by a ramp filter

in the frequency space (see later). This is called filtered backprojection.

4.1.2 Frequency domain

Spatial information can be converted to the frequency domain by the mathematical

process known as Fourier transformation (FT). According to this transformation the

profile (projection) can be reversibly decomposed into a large number of sine or cosine

waves (Fourier components) of different amplitudes (heights) and frequencies (or

wavelengths). These can be plotted on amplitude versus frequency axes. This plot has

identical meaning to the original spatial domain curve. Typically the FT of a continuous

curve has a continuum of frequencies represented rather than discrete frequencies.

Therefore, the Fourier transform provides an alternative means of describing the data.

The inverse FT provides an exact reverse process, which simply transforms the data back

to the normal activity-time (or distance) axes27.

FT allows the change to an alternative domain where it is more convenient to perform

certain operations. For example, the implementation of the convolution operation

becomes a simple multiplication performed at each frequency. Though appearing to be

more complex than direct convolution, the use ofFT can be computationally faster.

4.1.3 Nyquist frequency

In order to preserve a particular frequency in a digital image there must be sufficient

sampling. The sampling theorem states that there must be more than two digital samples

(measured values or pixels) per cycle of that particular frequency otherwise the frequency

is not accurately preserved. The Nyquist frequency is defined as the maximum frequency,

which could be recovered with a particular pixel size (in the projections) 25:

F =.22
N d

where FNis Nyquist frequency and d is the pixel size.
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The dimension of FNis typically given in cycles per cm or in cycles per pixel. Aliasing

may occur when sampling is too low.

4.1.4 Windows and filters

Since solitary use of ramp filters amplifies the norse (statistical fluctuations)

unacceptably, a window function is used to improve the signal-noise (SIN) ratio.

Accordingly practical filters always consist of a ramp filter multiplied by a "low pass"

filter or "window". In the frequency domain the window is applied to the ramp filter, this

implies that these filters are analogous to actual windows as they are opened up to allow

only low frequencies. The cut-off should be the point where the noise predominates and

the patient object data are minimal.

The cut-off or critical frequency (jc) defines the filter shape and beyond this all spatial

frequencies in the images are zeroed. Filter order defines the rate at which the filter

amplitude falls off. Because high spatial frequencies coincide with those corresponding to

statistical noise and because spatial frequencies beyond the Nyquist frequency of the

imaging system cannot be visualised, the cut-off spatial frequencies must not exceed the

Nyquist frequency",

With the application of a window, noise is reduced. However since sharp edges in the

image are also represented by high frequency components, resolution is also

compromised by applying filters that "roll off' at high frequencies.

Thus the practical filters always involve a compromise between the extent to which noise

must be suppressed and the extent to which resolution deteriorates.

The more noise is suppressed the more the spatial resolution deteriorates and vice versa.

Accordingly a variety of filters are usually available for selection or modification by the

operator.

Type of filter used depends on:

.:. The counts accumulated (which determines statistical noise content) .

•:. Resolution of the collimator.

.:. Resolution required clinically.
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.:. Required smoothness, which is the suppression of statistical fluctuations (noise) in the

Image.

4.1.5 Butterworth filters

These are low pass filters, which due to their flexibility and ease of design have become

the filters of choice in most nuclear medicine procedures today 59. A Butterworth filter, in

the frequency (j) domain, is shaped like a curve described by the equation":

1
Butterworth = ( )2

1+ fife n

where Jc is the critical or cut-off frequency and n is the order of the filter. It can be seen

that any Butterworth filter has amplitude of 1 when f is small (low frequencies),

amplitude of 0 when f is large (large frequencies) and amplitude of 0.5 when f equals fc.

The transition from 1 to 0 can be profoundly modified by acting on the parameters nand

Jc of the filter. Thus the user has a significant control over the way in which the function

falls to zero. The function departs from the ramp filter and falls to zero at a rate

controlled by the power factor. The higher the order, the more the window function

resembles the rectangular window function.

4.1.6 Filtered backprojection

Frequency domain consists of four steps:

.:. Computing the one dimensional FT of each projection .

•:. Multiplying the transform by the frequency filter .

•:. Computing the inverse FT, yielding the filtered projections .

•:. Backprojecting the filtered projections.

4.1.7 Advantages of filtered backprojection

.:. Simple and fast.

.:. Mathematically exact in the ideal situation .

•:. No bias.
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4.1.8 Disadvantages of FBp60

.:. Loss of resolution with filter .

•:. Difficulty in choosing filter.

.:. It may generate artefacts: mainly stray artefacts and negative values near the border

of high activities.

4.2 ITERATIVE RECONSTRUCTION

4.2.1 Introduction

Several iterative approaches have been suggested. What they have in cornmon is an

accurate means of estimating the projection data that would be obtained by scanning a

hypothetical radionuclide activity distribution contained within a measured or assumed

distribution of attenuating material.

Several steps are taken to corne up with a reconstructed image:

.:. Obtain an estimated or starting image for the iterative process. This IS often

accomplished by a convolution back projection reconstruction .

•:. Data projections are then estimated for this starting image by taking into account

attenuation along each projection ray.

•:. The difference between these estimated projections and the measured projections

are then used to correct the starting image.

The manner in which this difference, or error, is used to change the reconstructed image

is the principal difference between various iterative techniques 61.

This entire process, starting with the projected ray sums, is repeated a number of times

until an approximate solution within some acceptable criterion of the true result have

been reached'".

In this thesis, we will focus on maximum likelihood methods, which are based on a

statistical measure.

In these methods one tries to find the most probable activity distribution which is

consistent with the given data assuming a Poisson distribution as the underlying

probability model.
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4.2.2 Theoretical background

The reconstruction is based on Bayes' theorern'". The problem is to estimate the activity

distribution (act) based on the projections measured by the rotating gamma camera or

PET camera. The aim is to find the most likely or probable solution P(act I proj) given

that we have measured the projections. Bayes' theorem states that:

P(act I proj) - P(proj I act). P(act)

where:

.:. P(proj I act) is the probability of getting the projection (proj), given an activity

distribution (act) .

•:. P(act) is the priori probability which can encompass prior knowledge about the

expected activity distribution.

P(proj I act) can be calculated for a known activity distribution, provided a reasonable

model for the emission of gamma photons and their detection can be assumed.

It can be seen intuitively that reconstruction from the measured projections, that is

maximising P(act I proj), might be achieved by maximising the combination of the

modelled estimate of projections and any prior knowledge about the expected

reconstruction.

In the absence of prior knowledge this reduces to maximizing P(act I proj), which can be

achieved by minimizing the difference between the estimated projections and the original

measured projections.

When the resulting reconstruction is equal to the true activity distribution, then there will

be a consistent result where the estimated projections should equal the measured

projections.

This makes several assumptions that:

.:. There is no noise .

•:. The model used to estimate projections includes all factors such as attenuation,

distance dependent resolution and object shape dependant scatter.
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4.2.3 Maximum likelihood

Likelihood refers to a statistical measure, which is maximized when the difference

between estimated and measured projections is minimized when taking the Poisson

distribution into account. The most commonly used algorithm is the expectation

maximization (MLEM). This involves two steps in tomography:

.:. The E-step is to determine the expected projection based on the current estimate

of activity .

•:. The M-step is to use the difference between the estimated and the measured

projections to adjust the current activity distribution so as to be closer to the most

likely solution whereby the likelihood is maximized.

This method has the advantage that it can be modified to incorporate'":

.:. Physical models of attenuation .

•:. Full 3-D scatter.

.:. Distance dependant detector response including non-standard collimators such as

pinhole .

•:. The correct noise model.

The method can potentially improve lesion detection'".

MLEM is a versatile method, incorporating Poisson statistics in the reconstruction itself.

It converges to a unique solution, albeit slowly.

This slow convergence can be accelerated; the most common accelerator commonly

employed being the ordered subset EM (OSEM). This approach is inherently simple'",

Instead of modifying all projections per iteration, a subset of projections is used.

Progressively using a different subset for each sub-iteration, instead of all projections

produces very similar results. This will involve significantly less computations. The

surprising thing is that the rate of convergence is almost identical to that using all

projections so that the overall speed of reconstruction is significantly reduced.

However it does have its disadvantages:

.:. Slow convergence to a final solution, leading to long processing times .

•:. Noise will increase at higher iterations and recovery of low frequency is faster

than for high frequencies.
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.:. Recovery of resolution can be spatially variant.

These disadvantages have led to the conclusion that the "optimal number of iterations is

dependant on the specific application and the information sought from a particular

image't'". Possibly the most clinically compelling evidence that ML reconstruction is

useful has been based on very specific clinical examples where reconstruction has been

optimized for specific tasks. 66
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CHAPTER 5: METHODS

5.1 Inclusion criteria

Patients were included if the chest radiograph showed a single pulmonary nodule of less

than 6 cm completely surrounded by parenchymal lung tissue with or without hilar or

mediastinal lymphadenopathy. Follow-up included chest CT, bronchoscopy and either

thoracotomy, fine needle aspiration cytology or repeated CXR documentation over two

years. Histological, cytological or microbiological data were obtained to establish final

diagnosis and in cases where no histology was done, a follow-up chest radiograph was

used to diagnose benignity.

The patients still on follow up for two years were included in this study. Of note is that

follow up for two years is done if the history and anatomic imaging are highly suggestive

of a benign lesion. Some patients were classified as having an unknown diagnosis as the

follow up period had not been completed.

These patients were then studied with Tc-99m MIBI and TI-201. Both studies were

performed on the same day, with the thallium study carried out before the MIBI study.

Planar views and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) of the chest

area were obtained before any definitive diagnosis procedure.

5.2 Image acquisition

5.2.1 TI-20l

Patients were injected with 160 MBq ofTI-201 in a foot vein or arm vein contralateral to

the side of the lesion and images were taken at 10 minutes post-injection. Planar and

tomographic imaging began 10 minutes after injection. A dual headed Elseint Helix

gamma camera was used equipped with low energy, all purpose (LEAP) collimators. The

energy windows were set at 15% and the peak energy of the X-ray photons was used (69-
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83 KeV). For the planar images anterior, posterior and lateral views were taken, each

over 300 seconds.

For SPEeT the Tygerberg Hospital Nuclear Medicine Department routine protocol was

used:

.:. Rotation of the gamma camera head over an angle of 360 degrees .

•:. Step and shoot mode of 3 degrees per step, acquisition time of 15 seconds .

•:. Use of a non circular orbit.

.:. Image matrix used: 64 x 64 pixels.

5.2.2 Tc-99m MIBI

Patients were injected with 760 MBq of Tc-99m MIBI in the foot vein or arm vein

contralateral to the lung lesion. The same acquisition protocol was used, however 10% of

the photopeak of 140 keY was set.

5.3 Image Reconstruction

Both filtered backprojection (FBP) and OSEM (ordered subsets expectation

maximisation) iterative reconstruction were used to reconstruct Images. For filtered

backprojection, data was first filtered with a Butterworth filter having a cutoff frequency

of 0.8/cm and an order of 6. Transverse slices were reconstructed and from these, coronal

and sagittal slices were produced.

For OSEM, images were reconstructed usmg 8 subsets with 6 iterations. Post

reconstruction, 3-dimensional filtering was done using a Butterworth filter, cutoff 0.6/cm

and of the order 3. The same image position and number of slices was maintained with

each algorithm to enable co-registration. No zooming was applied during the processing

of images. The filter parameters were optimised for image quality.

5.4 Image analysis
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Transverse, coronal and sagittal slices were displayed with a grey scale. Image co-

registration was done using the multimodality system on the HERMES to enable more

accurate comparison of the images produced by iterative reconstruction and those done

by FBP. Images reconstructed using OSEM were maintained on the left side of the screen

and those from FBP on the right side. The x, y, z planes were adjusted on the OSEM

images and copied onto the FBP images.

Depending on the best view used to locate the lesion on the chest radiograph, a

corresponding view of the tomograph was used. For example, if the lesion was best seen

on the posterior-anterior view then coronal sections were used and if best seen on the

lateral view then sagittal views were used. Coronal views were used for most patients.

A region of interest was drawn outside the outer border of the lesion on the OSEM

images and this was automatically mirrored on the FBP image. For the background one

of the following options were used:

• Automatic horizontal mirror (contralateral side).

• Automatic vertical mirror (ipsilateral side).

• Manual horizontal mirror (contralateral side).

• Manual vertical mirror (ipsilateral side).

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) was chosen as a measure to show the effect of

reconstruction on lesion detection. Image noise may be appraised by evaluating the

relationship between noise and target, where noise is the standard deviation of the

background. It is important to note that the SNR is considerably less in tomographic than

conventional imaging for the same number of counts. An approximate rule of thumb is

that to obtain the same statistical accuracy (SNR) in tomography about five times as

many counts need to be collected as SPECT is particularly photon deficient67. It has been

shown that improved noise property and better image quality yielded by iterative

reconstruction has the potential to improve the detection of smaller lesions'".

The term signal was used in image processing to denote the ideal, uncorrupted state of the

image, where each pixel represents the "true mean,,69. Noise is considered as the

statistical variation from the "true mean" in each pixel. This leads to the concept of the
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signal to noise ratio, which refers to the relative power of the signal and noise either

overall or at a given frequency.

The following formula was used:

SNR = Mean counts ROI(1esion) - Mean counts background
Standard deviation background

The target to background ratio (TIB ratio) was also calculated:

TIB . Mean counts ROI(1esion)ratio = ------'---'-----'-
Mean counts background

Both SNR and TIB ratio can be used in a clinical evaluation, i.e. differentiation between

malignant and benign lesions.

The effect of iterative versus filtered backprojection reconstruction will be analyzed as

sensitivity, specificity and accuracy in reference to single pulmonary nodule diagnosis.

No emphasis is put on the difference between TI-201 and Tc-99m MIBI in terms of their

diagnostic ability.

5.5 Data analysis

Assessment of the diagnostic performance is being done using sensitivity and specificity.

Results of the diagnostic performance of OSEM and FBP are classified as:

.:. True positives (TP)

.:. False negative (FN)

.:. True negative (TN)

.:. False positive (FP)

in reference to the final diagnosis based on the gold standard. For a given cutoff or

decision threshold value, defined for both SNR and TIB ratios, a result is classified as

'positive' if above this or 'negative' if below. Sensitivity and specificity are then

calculated as:
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true positives
Sensitivity =

actual positives
TP

=
TP+FN

true negativeSpecificity = ----'-------
actual negative

TN
=

TN+FP

Sensitivity represents the accuracy of the algorithm in identifying the actually positive

cases and specificity represents the accuracy of identifying the actually negative cases.

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves were then generated by varying the cut-

off or decision threshold. This involved recalculating sensitivity and specificity of each

algorithm at each threshold that was used. To construct the ROC curve the x-axis is 1

minus the specificity (false positive rate) and the y-axis is sensitivity (true positive rate).

The ROC curves will show the trade-of between the sensitivity and the specificity as we

vary the decision threshold.

The area under the ROC curve (AUC) can be calculated either by using a non-parametric

method based on constructing trapezoids under the curve as an approximation of the area

or a parametric method using a maximum likelihood estimator to fit a smooth curve to

the data points. In this study the area under the curve was calculated using GRAPHROC.

The standard error calculation was based on the equation used by Hanley et al. 70 and a z-
statistics was used to assess the difference between the AUC of the paired data. In

another study, Hanley et al. 71 considered a specific case of randomly paired normal and

abnormal radiological images and showed that the area under the ROC curves is a

measure of the probability that the perceived abnormality of the two images will allow

correct identification. Accuracy then can be measured using the area under the ROC

curve that is the ability to correctly classify those with and without the disease under

investigation.
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Interpretation of the ROC curves will enable accurate comparison of the effect of OSEM

and FBP on the diagnosis of single pulmonary nodules.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS

6.1 Patients

A total number of33 patients were studied, 19 men and 14 women. The age range was

wide (20-90 years) with a median age of 57 years.

Table 6.1 shows the patient clinical data including the final diagnosis. The patients were

grouped according to their final diagnosis. The diagnosis of four patients was classified

as unknown since these patients are still being followed up for two years on the basis of

their chest X-ray and CT findings which were considered suggestive of benignity.

6.2 Studies

A total of 25 TI-20l studies and 33 Tc-99m MIBI studies were done but only 32 studies

from the latter could be processed because data could not be found for one study (figure

6.1).

All the studies available were processed using both OSEM and FBP. A region of interest

was drawn outside the outer border of the lesion on the OSEM images and this was

automatically mirrored on the FBP image. For the background, automatic horizontal

mirroring was used in 18 patients, first done on the OSEM images and automatically

copied onto the FBP images. For those cases where automatic horizontal mirroring

resulted in selection of a visibly hot background, (over the heart or over the liver),

automatic vertical mirroring was used (4 patients). If the latter still resulted in a hotter

background, then manual vertical mirroring was done (11 patients). A hot background

was defined as one whose counts are higher than those of the region of interest (lesion).

Manual vertical mirroring resulted then in biased background selection.
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Detection was found to be the same for both algorithms. All the malignant nodules were

detected when using either of the two radiopharmaceuticals and when using either of the

two reconstruction algorithms. The detection ability was different for the two

radiopharmaceuticals in relation to the type of single pulmonary nodule as illustrated by

figure 6.1. Of note is that TI-201 detected more tuberculosis nodules in comparison to

Tc-99m MIBI.
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Lesion Size Tc-99m
Pt Age Gender Lobe (cm) Additional Clinical Data FD TI-201 MIDI Comment

I 37 Male Left lower 2 Left lobe resection TB B I I

2 65 Male Right mid 0.5 Bronchoscopy negative,stable size for 2 years B 0 0 near liver

3 29 Female Left lower 0.8 No doule on CT, had TB as a child B 0 I near heart

4 58 Female Left lower 2 Histology-Zielh Nielsen stain negative B 0 0 near liver

5 43 Male Right upper 1.7 Bronchoscopy negative. No surgery B I 0

6 44 Male Right upper 2.5 Follow up for 2 years, no change in size B 0 I

7 56 Female Left upper 2 SPN decreasing in size on follow up B 0 0 near heart

8 46 Female Right mid 2 Lesion size decreasing on follow up B NO I

9 57 Male Left lower 2.5 Histocytology-Haernophilus influenza B I 0 near heart

lO 61 Male Right lower Stable lesion in 2 years, calcified B I I

II 48 Female Left upper 2 Post TB for follow-up B NO I

12 62 Male Right mid Haemophiliae influenza seen B I 0 near heart

13 53 Female Left upper I Histology - benign B 0 0

14 61 Male Left hilar I Histo-Adenocarcinoma with lymph node M I NA

15 60 Female Right lower 2 Histo-adenocarcinoma,poorly differentiated M I I near heart

Histology-squamous cell ca, poorly
16 63 Male Right lower 1.2 differentiated M I I near heart

17 90 Male Right upper Massive lesion, malignant M I I

Histology- adenocarcinoma with right hilar
18 72 Female Right upper nodes M I I

19 67 Male Right lower 2.5 Squamous cell carcinoma, complete excision M I I

Metastatic adenocarcinoma, incomplete
20 68 Male Right hilum excision M NO I

21 72 Male Right hilum 1.5 Histology - Right lymphoma node M NO I

22 52 Male Right upper 4 Histology- TB granuloma TB 0 I

23 49 Male left apex 3 Histology- TB granuloma TB I 0

24 44 Female Right upper Histology~ Active TB TB I 0

25 29 Female Right upper 2 Histogy: tuberculosis on treament TB I 0 near heart

26 57 Male Right upper 2 Histology-caseating granuloma TB 0 I

Previous TB, pneumonectomy for near
27 36 Female Left lower 5 bronchiectasis TB I I vertebrae

28 35 Male Left lower 2 Histology-TB scar TB I 0 near heart

29 63 Female Right upper 1.6 Histology TB TB I I

30 57 Male Left upper 2.1 Being followed up for 2 years U NO I

31 72 Male Left lower Refused operation, suggestive of malignancy U NO I

32 20 Female Right upper Systemic sclerosis for follow up U ND I

33 67 Female Right upper 3 Unknown U ND I

Table 6.1: clinical data of all patients. Abbreviations used: Pt: patient; FD: final
diagnosis; B: benign, M: malignant, TB: tuberculosis, U: unknown; ND: not done; NA:
not available. 0 means no lesion detected and 1 stands for the detected SPN.
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6.3 SNR and Tm ratio

Semi-quantitative analysis was done using signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and tumour-to-

background (TIB) ratio. Results are shown in table 6.2 and figure 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5.

There seems to be more improvement in SNR and T/B ratios with OSEM for both the TI-

201 (9/17) and Tc-99m MIDI (14/21) images. Higher values with FBP can however be

seen and interestingly several of these are when the lesion is close to a 'hot' background

like for example heart, liver or vertebrae.

In this analysis, patients with tuberculosis and those with unknown final diagnosis were

excluded. The former were excluded due to the high uptake of TI-20l by tuberculosis

nodules which made differentiation from malignant nodules difficult and therefore

increased the risk of false positives. Sensitivities and specificities were calculated at each

threshold for the two algorithms and plotted as two separate graphs (Figures 6.6 - 6.9).

Initially graphs were drawn to show the difference in sensitivity and specificity at

different thresholds.

Figure 6.6 (upper panel) shows graphs obtained for the TI-20l studies usmg SNR

thresholds. aSEM generally shows higher sensitivity and specificity for most thresholds.

For example, at the SNR threshold of 2.0, OSEM has a sensitivity and specificity of 65%

and 90% respectively. In comparison, FBP has a sensitivity of 30% and specificity of

70% at the same threshold. At higher thresholds (SNR greater than 3.0) the two

algorithms appear to perform equally in terms of sensitivity and specificity for example at

SNR threshold of 3, both have a low sensitivity of 18% and high specificity of 100%.

With Tc-99m MIDI studies (Figure 6.6 lower panel) the difference between the OSEM

and FBP is less pronounced. Again OSEM has higher values at the same thresholds. For

example at SNR threshold of 2.0, aSEM has a sensitivity of about 40% and specificity of

75%. At the same threshold, FBP shows a sensitivity and specificity of 28% and 75%

respectively. At low SNR the two reconstruction algorithms perform equally. For

example, at SNR 1.0, both have a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 75%.
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Using TIB ratios in the analysis of the TI-201 studies, a similar pattern is seen to that with

SNR (figure 6.7 upper panel). There is improved performance of OSEM. For example at

TIB ratio threshold of 1.5, OSEM has a sensitivity of 65% and a specificity of 90% in

comparison to FBP which has sensitivity and specificity of 50% and 60% respectively. At

higher thresholds, FBP performs better: for example at threshold 2.0, OSEM has a

sensitivity of 15% in comparison to 30% for FBP whilst specificity is 100%.
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SNR SNR T/B T/B
SNR SNR T/B T/B detection OSEM FBP OSEM FBP

detection OSEM FBP OSEM FBP Tc-99m Tc-99m Tc-99m Tc-99m Tc-99m
Pt FD TI-20l Tl-201 TI-201 TI-201 Tl-20l MIBI MIBI MIBI MIBI MIBI
1 B 1 0.91 0.56 1.3 1.2 1 1.96 2.14 1.2 1.2
2 B 0 0
3 B 0 1 1.29 1.13 1.6 1.4
4 B 0 0
5 B 1 0.65 0.49 1.1 1.2 0
6 B 0 1 0.48 0.35 1.1 1.1
7 B 0 0
8 B ND 1 0.67 0.49 1.2 1.2
9 B 1 1.33 2.5 1.4 1.6 0
10 B 1 2.57 1.84 1.6 1.6 1 2.01 2.13 1.8 1.9
11 B ND 1 3.52 3.97 1.5 1.6
12 B 1 1.29 2.85 1.2 1.6 0
13 B 0 0
14 M 1 0.48 0.43 1.2 1.2 NA
15 M 1 2.40 2.19 1.5 1.4 1 3.85 2.32 2.3 2,0
16 M 1 0.92 1.12 1.9 2.1 1 1.70 1.45 1.7 1.8
17 M 1 2.82 3.88 2.2 2.4 1 1.88 1.82 2.1 2.4
18 M 1 5.63 2,00 1.2 1.2 1 0.12 0.08 1.0 1.0
19 M 1 2.37 0.33 1.6 1.6 1 1.35 1.18 1.3 1.3
20 M ND 1 2.66 2.47 1.7 1.6
21 M ND 1 2.13 1.81 1.4 1.4
22 TB 0 1 0.76 0.47 1.2 1.2
23 TB 1 0.47 0.43 1.1 1.1 0
24 TB 1 0.36 0.45 1.2 1.3 0
25 TB 1 1.45 0.6 1.5 1.2 0
26 TB 0 1 0.75 0.54 1.4 1.2
27 TB 1 2.69 2.84 1.7 1.8 1 2.59 2.87 1.8 1.7
28 TB 1 3.64 4.82 2.3 2.1 0
29 TB 1 3.52 3.97 1.5 1.6 1 2.58 3.41 1.5 1.5
30 U ND 1 5.69 4.59 2.0 1.7
31 U ND 1 5.24 5.48 2.4 3.0
32 U ND 1 2.00 1.71 1.2 1.2
33 U ND 1 5.00 4.55 1.6 1.7

Table 6.2: SNR and TIB ratio. Same abbreviations as in table 6.1.

With Tc-99m MIBI studies, the two algorithms perform similarly at almost all the

thresholds when using TIB ratio (figure 6.7B). This pattern is again similar to that seen

using SNR thresholds. For example at TIB ratio threshold of 1.5 both OSEM and FBP

have the same sensitivity of 58% and specificities of 75% and 85% respectively. FBP
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then appears to behave better for a short threshold interval after which OSEM improves

again. The overall performance of the two reconstruction algorithms at higher thresholds

is equal.

Since uptake in the tuberculosis nodules is similar to that in the malignant nodules,

tuberculosis resulted in false positives in this study. The effect of aSEM and FBP on the

positive fraction (within the group with tuberculosis nodules) at different SNR and TIB

ratio threshold is studied in figures 6.8 and 6.9. TI-20l has a higher maximum fraction of

positive cases (75%) in comparison to Tc-99m MIBI (50%) when detection is done

visually. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show that when using TI-20l or Tc-99m MIBI, FBP initially

has a lower fraction of positives at lower thresholds in comparison to OSEM. For

example (figure 6.9 upper panel) at a TIB ratio threshold of 1.5, aSEM results in 50%

positives for TI-20l whilst FBP results in 40%. At higher thresholds this is reversed: for

example, at a threshold of 1.7, FBP has a fraction of 22% for Tl-20l in comparison to

lO% for aSEM.
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TI-201 only Tc-99m MISI Tc-99m MISI only
1 study and 8 studies

TI-201 (data unavailable in 1)
24 studies

TI-201: 25

I
I

[ 5/11 benign nodules J
Il 6/6 malignant nodules l6/8 TIB nodules

Tc-99m MIBI: 32
I

I __l __l

6/13 benign nodules 7/7 malignant nodules 4/8 TB nodules I

Figure 6.1: Overview of the studies performed. Top panel: relation with type of imaging.
Middle panel: Relation of the Tl-20l studies with final diagnosis, that is the number of
nodules detected for each diagnosis by TI-20l. Bottom panel: Relation of the MIBI
studies with final diagnosis, that is the number of nodules detected by MIBI for each
diagnosis.
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Figure 6.2 showing the SNR for OSEM (upper panel) and FBP (lower panel) in the case
of Tl-20l. Colour coding: dark grey: benign SPN, light grey: malignant SPN, black:
tuberculosis, white: unknown final diagnosis.
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Figure 6.3 showing the SNR for aSEM (upper panel) and FBP (lower panel) in the case
of Tc-99m MIBI. Colour coding: same conventions as in figure 6.2.
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3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33

patient

Figure 6.4 showing the T/B ratio for OSEM (upper panel) and FBP (lower panel) in the
case of Tl-201. Colour coding: same conventions as in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.5 showing the TIB ratio for OSEM (upper panel) and FBP (lower panel) in the
case ofTc-99m MIBI. Colour coding: same conventions as in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.6 shows the sensitivity (black) and specificity (grey) for aSEM (full line) and
FBP (dashed line) in the case of TI-20l (upper panel) and Tc-99m MIBI (lower panel)
using the SNR as threshold.
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Figure 6.7 shows the sensitivity (black) and specificity (grey) for OSEM (full line) and
FBP (dashed line) in the case of TI-201 (upper panel) and Tc-99m MIBI (lower panel)
using the TIB ratio as threshold.
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Figure 6.8 shows the percentage positive scored tuberculosis cases for OSEM (full line)
and FBP (dashed line) in the case of TI-20l (upper panel) and Tc-99m MIBI (lower
panel) using the SNR as threshold.
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Figure 6.9 shows the percentage positive scored tuberculosis cases for OSEM (fullline)
and FBP (dashed line) in the case of TI-20l (upper panel) and Tc-99m MIBI (lower
panel) using the TIB ratio as threshold.
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6.4 ROC analysis

Receiver operating characteristic curves were drawn by changing the threshold for SNR

and TIB ratios for both OSEM and FBP. This gives an idea of the overall performance by

looking at the ROe curves in figures 6.10 and 6.11. The closer the curve follows the left

hand border and then the top border of the ROe space the more accurate the test. Using

SNR, a clear difference can be seen between the ROe curves of OSEM and FBP for

TI-201 (Figure 6.10 upper panel). From this, it can be seen that using TI-201, OSEM is

more accurate at differentiating malignant from benign SPNs than FBP in this study.

When Tc-99m MIBI is used, the reconstruction algorithms are seen to perform equally at

almost all SNR thresholds (figure 6.10 lower panel). The same general trend is seen using

T/B ratio as the threshold (figure 6.11).

The areas under the curve (AUe), including standard error, for Tl-201 were: OSEM 0.84

+/- 0.11 and FBP 0.74 +/- 0.12 using SNR. A paired test showed that p = 0.1. Using TIB

ratios the AUe is: OSEM 0.87 +/- 0.14 and FBP 0.78 +/- 0.10 and p = 0.21.

For the Tc-99m MIBI studies, using SNR thresholds AUe is: OSEM 0.81 +/- 0.11 and

FBP 0.78 +/- 0.11 and p = 0.62. Using TIB thresholds AUe is: OSEM 0.85 +/- 0.09 and

FBP 0.85 +/- 0.1 and p = 0.91. The p value for the Tc-99m MIBI values are much higher

and of note is that using the TIB ratios the algorithms have an equal AUe value.
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Figure 6.10 shows the ROC curves for OSEM (full line) and FBP (dashed line) in the
case ofTI-20l (upper panel) and Tc-99m MIBI (lower panel) using the SNR as threshold.
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Figure 6.11 shows the ROC curves for OSEM (full line) and FBP (dashed line) in the
case of TI-20l (upper panel) and Tc-99m MIDI (lower panel) using the TIB ratio as
threshold.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION

7.1 OSEM versus FBP

In this study, 33 patients with single pulmonary nodules (SPN) were examined using Tl-

201 and Tc-99m MIBI. SPEeT images were acquired and these were reconstructed using

both iterative reconstruction (ordered subsets expectation maximisation - OSEM) and

filtered backprojection.

To date, most clinical studies are performed primarily usmg filtered backprojection

(FBP). This algorithm is fast and yields reliable quantitative results. However it tends to

produce streak artefacts and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in poor statistic studies. FBP

has well understood noise characteristics; in fact one can easily compute the noise present

in FBP images 72,73. Iterative algorithms like ordered subsets-expectation maximisation

(OSEM), however, are non-linear, and their noise properties are far more complex 74. As

a result, the two reconstruction algorithms produce different noise levels in the same

image when applied.

The elimination of streak artefacts with the use of iterative methods has been shown to

minimise false positive results 75 as well as false negative results when lesions were

situated in the vicinity of hot organs such as the bladder. In this study, FBP tended to

have higher SNR than OSEM when a lesion was close to a hot background (for example

the heart, liver or vertebrae). This was probably due to streak artefact formation.

Iterative reconstruction algorithms, like OSEM, take into account the positivity constraint

which ensures that all pixels have a non-negative value, which is reasonable because they

represent activity distribution; this however is not guaranteed by FBp76. Nuyts et al. 77

showed that with images where attenuation has not been corrected for, the non-negativity

constraint interfered with the attenuation artefact resulting in loss of information. A new

maximum-likelihood (NEG-ML)77 that allows negative reconstruction values can be used

to minimise this decrease in image quality. Though FBP allows negative values, its
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response to the remaining inconsistencies of the data differs from that ofNEG-ML due to

its different data weighting, resulting in poorer visual quality.

An evaluation of maximum likelihood-expectation maximisation (MLEM) and FBP is

complicated by the fact that the quality of reconstruction can depend to a larger extent on

the particulars of the implementation. With MLEM, noise character and resolution are

affected by the point at which iterations are stopped. Studies done have shown that

MLEM resulted in better image contrast, signal-to-noise ratio and resolution as a function

of the number of iterations65,78. In this study OSEM showed better SNR in 9/17 (53%) of

the lesions detected by Tl-201 and in 15/21 (71%) of the lesions detected by Tc-99m

MIBI irrespective of the status of the lesion.

Noise has been observed to worsen with increasing number of iterations 79,80 . Images of

better visual quality are produced if iteration is stopped at some intermediate point.

Resolution on the other hand has been shown to improve with iteration.

In a phantom and clinical study, Gutman et al. 81 showed that OSEM resulted in a marked

increase in contrast in comparison to FBP when more than 24 iterations were used but

reached a plateau after 40 iterations. Noise was found to be stable up to 40 iterations. The

optimal compromise between contrast recovery and noise level was obtained for OSEM

between 32 and 40 iterations for the phantom study. Possible ways to avoid increase in

image noise with increase in iterations, is to limit possible reconstructions to the ones

which are smooth enough.", A second solution is to perform many iterations and post

filter the reconstruction. A third way is stopping the reconstruction based on a stopping

rule, before noise degrades the image quality of the reconstruction 82,83. For clinical use,

mostly the post filtering method is used because the smoothness of the image can be

chosen by using another cut-off frequency of the filter without repeating the

reconstruction. In our study, after 6 x 8 iterations, post filtering was done by applying a

Butterworth filter, cut-off frequency 0.6/cm and of the order of 3. This decreased noise at

the expense of resolution. However, since there was no matching of the resolution

between OSEM and FBP in our study, no emphasis was placed on this reduction.
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Another particular feature of MLEM which can affect image quality is the specification

of the probability matrix 84. This matrix is a discrete representation of the system transfer

function and is intended to model the physical effects of photon detection including

attenuation, scatter and detection response. Including these effects in the reconstruction

results in a more accurate quantification of the lesion. In practice, this is difficult to do

and an approximation is done using simple assumptions. In our study, scatter and

attenuation were not corrected for and this probably affected the comparison between the

two reconstruction algorithms. Though non-uniform attenuation correction can be done

with the Hermes system, this needs a transmission source for accurate attenuation

correction which was not available at Tygerberg Hospital. It was also noted that when

data was transferred from the Apex to the Hermes system, it was necessary to retain all

the processing parameters because several variables were changing simultaneously.

Although ignoring attenuation leads to an artefact in the reconstructed images, these

images do still provide diagnostic information. Attenuation eliminates a fraction of

photons resulting in an artefact that underestimates the actual activity. In regions of non-

uniform attenuation like the thorax, it is possible that foci of increased tracer uptake can

disappear in images reconstructed without attenuation correction'", decreasing the

detection ability of the algorithm. In our study, detection was found to be equal between

aSEM and FBP, meaning that the effect of lack of attenuation correction affected both

equally. Attenuation has also been shown to have an additive effect whereby negative

values are added to regions where attenuation is not negligible and that are surrounded by

activity". This effect is somewhat similar to background subtraction (often applied in

planar scintigraphy) and produces an apparent increase in tumour-to-background (TIB)

ratio as observed by several studies66,86,87. This apparent increase in TIB ratio is to be

expected in our study as the data was not corrected for attenuation and it should affect

both algorithms. However, since this affects all lesions and since it is not dependent on

the type of nodule, it is not expected to change the observations. Although attenuation

correction is necessary for accurate quantification, it has been shown to increase noise in

the corrected images with loss of contrast. It also results in increased scanning time, more

so with positron emission tomography (PET). Furthermore, some studies done based on
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numeric measures 86,88 and human evaluation 89 have shown a mixed or no benefit of

performing attenuation correction for whole body PET. Glenn et al. found that

attenuation correction, while improving OSEM images significantly, did not have the

same impact on the FBP images. Attenuation correction undoubtedly would have

optimised our iterative algorithm resulting in possibly even better performance in

comparison to FBP.

On the other hand with FBP, image quality is greatly affected by the choice of filter and

the cut-off frequency. In general, factors such as lesion size, contrast, shape, total counts

and background source can affect the relative performance of these reconstruction

algorithms but since these factors were the same for both reconstruction algorithms their

impact is expected to be generally similar. In this study, the region of interest was first

identified in the OSEM images and mirrored onto the FBP images. This could have

introduced bias in the results but it cannot be ascertained.

7.2 Lesion detection

Tumour detection depends on contrast between the tumour activity and the background

and on image noise. The lower the noise, the easier the detection. Tumour contrast is

determined by the physiology of the tumour cells, that is, how much of the

radiopharmaceuticals are taken up by the tumour. Noise is affected by the reconstruction

algorithm used. Riddell et al. 90 quantified noise in clinical images reconstructed with

both OSEM and FBP and found that noise did not vary widely over each FBP image even

as the image intensity varied, causing signal-to-noise ratio to be worse in low activity

regions such as the lung. In contrast, OSEM showed high noise in hot regions and low

noise in cold regions. As a result, OSEM was found to have a better SNR than FBP in

these latter regions of the image like for example the lungs (160% improvement) and less

dramatic improvement in the hotter areas (25% improvement) like for example liver. In

areas of localised high intensity, FBP gave a better SNR than OSEM. In this study, FBP
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was found to have a higher SNR in comparison to aSEM in 8/17 lesions detected by TI-

201. Of note is that six of these nodules were 'hot' with SNR of greater than 2.5 and four

of them were both 'hot' and close to a hot background.

7.3 Tuberculosis

TI-20l is taken up more in tuberculosis lesions (TB) in comparison to Tc-99m MIBI. The

former has been shown to be taken up significantly in granulomatous lesions like

tuberculosis and sarcoidosis 91 and has been reported to be of value in the evaluation of

disease activity". A number of TB nodules were found to have significant uptake of Tl-

201. This resulted in some TB nodules having high SNR and TIB ratios, comparable to

those of malignant nodules. The differentiation of tuberculosis from malignant nodules

remains a diagnostic problem. Studies have implicated the use of Tc-99m MIBI in the

evaluation of patients with TB because the uptake is observably high and proportional to

activity". Utilization of PET scanning with F-18 FDG to differentiate malignant from

benign (except TB) is well established'" but remains a problem in tuberculosis.

7.4 ROC analysis

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to analyse the performance

of aSEM in comparison to FBP. Visually analysing the curves, aSEM was found to

perform better than FBP in Tl-20l images at almost all the thresholds of SNR and TIB

ratio, however at the upper threshold limits the performance equalises. The area under the

curve (AUC) for aSEM was found to be greater than that for FBP, for both SNR and TIB

ratios. Although the difference was found to be statistically not significant (p=0.10), a

clear tendency can be seen. Theoretically, this means that TI-20l in conjunction with

OSEM could improve diagnosis of malignant nodules from benign ones. Since this

analysis did not include TB, it is not applicable to TB nodules. Tc-99m MIBI did not

show a significant difference in the accuracy of the two reconstruction algorithms. This
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was confirmed by the AUC which showed a considerably insignificant difference

(p=0.62) for SNR thresholds and equal AUC for the TIB ratio threshold. The reason for

this difference between TI-201 and Tc-99m MIDI in this study could be that the latter has

been shown to accumulate significantly less in primary lung carcinoma compared to TI-

20152.

Cut-off values for differentiation of malignant from benign lesions vary. Higashi et al. 20

showed early ratios of 1.95 +/- 0.69 for malignant lesions and ratios of 1.78 +/- 0.28 for

benign lesions using Tl-201. These ratios have been shown to vary according to the level

of cell differentiation. Yamamoto et al. 95 showed T/B ratios of early images as high as

2.87 +/- 0.75 in the poorly differentiated groups using Tl-201 and these ratios were

significantly lower for Tc-99m MIDI.

In this study, at these comparably high TIB ratios, it can be seen that aSEM and FBP

perform equally well. Of note is that, at these threshold levels, the specificity is increased

at the expense of sensitivity and clinically this is suboptimal because a diagnostic

procedure with considerably high sensitivity and specificity would be preferred. As TIB

ratio threshold, a critical cut off of 1.5 seems more appropriate for our TI-201 studies.

The sensitivity is maintained at about 65% and specificity at 90% for OSEM, whilst for

FBP the values are 50% and 70% respectively. It can be observed that for this population

of patients, TI-201 images reconstructed with OSEM might improve accuracy of

differentiating malignant nodules from benign ones excluding tuberculosis. A high

specificity of 90%, seen with OSEM, means that less patients with benign nodules will

have invasive procedures done on them. However, more importantly, the sensitivity of

Tl-201 improves with OSEM which means more patients with malignant nodules will be

correctly diagnosed.

At the TIB ratio cut-off value of 1.5, the false positive fraction of tuberculosis is found to

be equal (20%) for these for OSEM and FBP.
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For Tc-99m MIBI, sensitivity is lower at 55%, at cut-off threshold of 1.5 and is found to

be equal for both reconstruction algorithms. However, specificity is different between the

algorithms: higher for FBP (80%) compared to 75% for OSEM. It can be seen clearly

that the performance of the two reconstruction algorithms is not that different when using

Tc-99m MIBI. Of note is that for our study, detection sensitivity is the same for both

OSEM and FBP with differences being seen in the ability to differentiate malignant

lesions from benign lesions.

Similar studies to compare these two reconstruction algorithms have been done. Of note

is that in most of them PET is used instead of SPECT with different reconstruction

parameters like number of iterations, type of filter used for post filtering and attenuation

correction. OSEM has been observed to provide images of better visual quality, but with

no significant difference in detection sensitivity 81,88,78 whilst others have shown no

significant difference between OSEM and FBP 96,64. Though direct comparison of these

studies with our study is not practical, as many of the reconstruction parameters are

different, similar findings can be expected as the basic reconstruction algorithms are the

same.

7.5 Conclusion

This study was done to investigate the effect of iterative reconstruction (OSEM) and FBP

on the diagnosis of single pulmonary nodules. This effect was analysed using ROC

curves with SNR and TIB ratios as the varied thresholds. There is a tendency that the use

of OSEM improves the diagnostic accuracy to distinguish between malignant and benign

lung nodules, using SNR ratios, in comparison with FBP when using Tl-20l but not for

Tc-99m-MIBI. However, uptake in TB lesions is high, more so with TI-20l, making

differentiation from malignancy difficult irrespective of the reconstruction algorithm

applied.
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7.6 Suggestions for further research

The results of this study can be further improved if more patients are included. We

hypothesize that the difference between OSEM and FBP for TI-201 will become

significant by increasing the statistical power.

Furthermore, it is expected that optimising the iterative algorithm by incorporating image

degrading effects into the reconstruction will further improve quantification and will

increase the accuracy of this technique.

Calculating the retention index has been shown to improve the diagnostic ability of TI-

201 97, and it would be interesting to see if this, combined with aSEM, could further

improve diagnostic ability especially with reference to differentiation between

tuberculosis and malignancy.
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